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Read carefully the entire description of the laboratory a d answer the following
questions base
reading assignment, firn in the
completed p e l
ing of the laboratory period prior
to the performance of the laboratory.
1. Describe the components

e electron gun in a cathode-ray tube.

2. Describe the voltage waveform t at produces a linear time scale when applied to
the horizontal plates of a cathode-ray Lube.

3. When the electron beam strikes the uorescent screen the
ospor glow that
results has a persistence. Approximately how long does the glow persist?

4, A function gene

sine wave off = 200 Hz. It is input to an osrillolete cycles of the sine wave are displayed
of the sine wave T is related to the freand there me 10 divisions on the time display of

the oscilloscope.)
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5. A typical student oscilloseope on its least sensitive calibrated scale can
voltage up to a maximum of approximately (a) 1 V, (b) 5 V, (c) 20 V, or (d) 200V.

6. A typical student oscilloscope on its most sensitive calibrated scale can display
a voltage up to a minimum of approximately (a) 1 mV, (b) 5 pV, (c) 20 V, OF
(d) 200 mV.

7. Which statement best describes the function of the trigger level and trigger slope
settings of an oscilloscope? (a) The trigger level sets a slope that must be exceeded
to start the sweep. (b) The trigger level sets a voltage above which the sweep is
started if the slope is positive, and below which the sweep is started if the slope
is negative. (c) The trigger slope sets a voltage above which the sweep is triggered. (d) The trigger slope sets a voltage above which the sweep is started for
positive level, and below which the sweep is started for negative level.

8. A sawtooth wave whose period is 100 ms is applied to an oscilloseope whose
screen is 10 em wide. What time is represented by I cm on the screen?
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Oscilloscope Measurements

In this laboratory signals from a function generator will be observed on an oscilloscope to accomplish the following objectives:
L Introduction of stu ents to the fundamental principles and practical
operation of the oscilloscope
2. Measurement of sine and other waveform signals of varying voltage
and frequency
3. Comparison of voltage measurements with the oscilloscope to voltage
measurements using an AC voltmeter

EQUIPMENT LIST
L Oscilloscope (typically, bandwidth DC to 20 Mhz)
2. Function generator (sine wave plus additional waveform such as a
square wave or triangular wave)
3. AC voltmeter (capable of measuring high frequency)
4. Appropriate connecting wires (probably BNC to banana plug)

THEORY
The fundamental working part of an oscilloscope is a cathode-ray tube (CRT). Its
components include: (1) a heated filament to emit a beam of electrons, (2) a series of
electrodes to accelerate, focus, and control the intensity of the emitted electrons, (3)
two pairs of deflection plates that deflect the electron beam when there is a voltage
between the plates (one pair for deflection in the horizontal direction and one pair
for deflection in the vertical direction), (4) a fluorescent screen that emits a visible
spot of light at the point where the beam of electrons strikes the screen. Together the
heated filament and series of electrodes in (1)and ( 2 ) above are called an "electron
gun."The electron gun and deflecting plates are arranged linearly inside an evacuated glass tube, and the fluorescent screen coats the glass tube at the opposite end
of the tube from e electron gun as s own in Figure 38.1.
pair of deflection plates, the electron
When there is no voltage
beam will travel straight dow
tube and strike the center of the fluovoltage is applied between either the horizontal or veram will be displaced a constant amount on the fluoresor vertical (y) direction. The directi
e voltage, and the magnitude of the
g voltage is applied to either set
ill vary with time as the applied

voltage varies with time, an the electron beam spot will move on the screen as a
e beam strikes the screen the hosphor glow persists for
function of time.
approximately 0.1 s.

Brightness

Vertical
Deflection
Plates

Focus

Horizontal
Deflection
Plates

Fluoresent
Screen
Electron Gun
Accelerating
Electrode
ure 38.1 Cathode-ray tube.

Deflections of the electron earn in the horizontal (x irection can be made to repoltrege waveform as shown
resent a time scale by
propriate maximum voltin F i p r e 38.2. When
sweep across the fluoresage is applied to the
m its rninirnuxaz up to its
cent screen once each time the
n, the sawtooth voltage
maximum. At the end of swee
e
left
of
the screen. The time
goes back to zero, wh
eform. Since this sawtooth
this takes will equal
waveform sweeps
the "sweep genide of the screen
erator." The finite ti
lying a negative grid voltage in order to blank out the retrace.

.2 Sawtooth voltage waveform.

t that moves set con
spot, but instead

emistenlee of the
n another pass of

across the screen
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he oscilloscope
t a series of specific sweep generator perio
can be applied to th
s by the selection of the position of a multlposition switch
of oscilloscope screen is fixed, usually 10 cm. Eac
ferent choice of
resents a specific time per length of scal
sion in the horizontal direction
ally these are chosen to decrease in a series of
scales that are in th
r a typical student-type oscilloscope the times
scales would be 19 settings ran
to 0.2 ps/cm. Note that since the
ce between the period T and the
represents a time
left of screen, and

In the vertical directi~

r7usually about 8 em total.
The vertical input is cal
nput voltage scale is also variable by the choice of a
cts the appropriate amplificaranges of possible
e ratio 2:1:0.5.This
played with deflecvisible. Since the
scale has its zero
tive and negative
st be equal to or
less than 20 V either positive or negative from zero since a 20-V signal would deflect
the beam 4 ern from the center of the screen even if the scale chosen were the maximum 5 Vlcm.
The most common use oft e oscilloscope is to use the time scale provi
sweep generator to display the time variation of a voltage signal that is
the! vertical plates. Usually this is some specific waveform that is repea
fixed frequency. For example, if a
ed .to the vertical
plates, a display of the voltage ve
d on the oscilloscope screen as a sine-wave trac
portiormal to the maximum volta
of the oscilloscope is equal to
e voltage waveform
applied to the vertical plates is
sulting trace on the
rnplex waveform.
screen will represent the skap
iscussion so far has i
mporLant point, which involves the means
p generator with the starting point of the
nate the starting ti
voltage signal that is to be
is accomplished by using some waveform
as a "triggerv7
to start the s
The triggering waveform can be the same
ary external signal,
signal that is input to th
or the 60-Hz line voltage.
gger for the sweep
dy display that is conitive vertical signal for e
is referred to as internal
trigger function of the oscilloscope has
trol sets a voltage level at &ich the t r
refers to whether the tri
level or when it goes be
and the slope set at ( f )

control. The level eonand the slope control
tsol is set at B V

i c u k oscilloscope,
A description is given below of the controls fo
1V-212 shown in Figur 38.3, It is a typi
scription given is for a t specific instr
e available in the instruction manual of essentially any oscilloscope
used. Using the instruction manual -forthe oscilloscope, familiarize you
escribed below.
operation sf the controls that are the same as or similar to t

.3 The Hitach mo el v2 12 QsciBlosco

k POWER switch-The power is on at the pushe -in position an
position.
P-The

lamp glows red when the power switch is on.

. FOCUS--After

obtaining an a p
control, adjust the focus until t

priate brightness by o eratilag the intensity
splay is sh.arpest.
tbe trace of the C T with horizontal scale.

. INTENSITY-This

rightness increases as the

kno
intensity is rotated clockw
level that is comforta
for extended time pe
rol is
10 V

7. AC inlet-T

is is an inlet for the
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men$. It is use

(not

BNC connector for
es the x-axis sign

The signal input to this
e is used as an x-y oscil-

loscope.
9. GH2 I'NPUT-BNC

connector for a
the y-axis signal when the oscillosc

put becomes

10 & I L (A@-GND-DG)-These input cou ling switches are used to select the couthe vertical axis
plifier. (a) AC-At
pling system between the input
ks any DC compoa capacitor that
this setting the signal is connec
e AC component. (b) GND-At this setnent of the input
ting the input to
s grounded. (c) DC-At this setting the
input signal is directly
vertical axis amplifier and
unchanged, including an
'

12 & 13. VOLTSDIV-A step attenuator that selects the vertical deflection factor.
Set it to an easily observable range corresponding to the amplitude of the input signal. Ranges available from 5
(PULL x 5 GAIN)---When this control is fully rotated clockwise the
14 & 15.
vertical scale is calibrated to the ranges described above in 12 & 13. When rotated
counterclockwise a continuously variable vertical attenuation up to a factor of 2.5 is
introduced. When the knob is pulled out a fixed gain of 5 is introduced.
16 & 17. VERTICAL POSITION-This knob is used to adjust the positisn of the vertical axis. The display rises with clockwise rotation of this kno and falls with counterclockwise rotation.
18. MODE-This switch is used to select the operation mode of the vertied deflection. (a) CHI-Only the signal that has been applied to CHI appears on the
2-Only the signal
has been applied to CH2 appears on the
Signals applied to
and CH2 appear on the screen alternately
weep time is short in two-channel obserat each sweep. This is used whe
put signals applied to CHI and CH2 are
vation. (d) Chop-At this se
nt of the sweep and at the same time
switched at about 250 kHz in
ed when the sweep time is long in twoappear on the screen. This s
channel observation, (e) Add-The algebraic sum of the input signals applied
respectively to CHI and CW2 ap ears on the screen.

1%CHI OUTPUT-An output connec
the CHI connector. It is on the ba
28 & 21. DC BAL-These

roviding a sam le of the signal applied to
the oseilloscop . (not pictured)

adjustment controls are used for t e attenuator balance

adjustment.

(x-y)-(a) Sweep time ranges are available in 19 steps from 0.2
ex using the iamstrumertt as
) signal is connected to the
as
input of CHI and they (vertical) s
of
a deflection range from less than
580 khZ.
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3

MZy in the clockwise direction of
sweep time! is c
to value indi-

rotation sf the
eep time up to a factor of 2.5.

oduces a con-

ight when the knob

XT)-This

switch is used to select the triggering signal source. (a)
ied to CHI or CH
when observing
rnal triggering

INT TRIG-This switch is u
(a) CHI-,The inp
CH2-The input s
responding to the

TRIG-Input

Lo select the iate al triggering signal source.
eeomes the triggering signal (b)
CH2 becomes the triggering signal. (c) VERT
ms, the sync signal changes alternately cornd CW2 t o trigger the signal.

terminal for use for external triggering signal.

generator is triggered
Turning clockwise fr
there sets a maegativ
there) when the kno

This knob sets the voltage level at w
ero level is with the
lo at the 12 o'clock position.
e sets a positive le
nd counterclockwise from

n this mode a sweep is always conducted. In
of a triggered signal, normal triggered sweep is ob

ODE-(a) AUT

rn on the power t
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equilibriun~for
e trigger source

to INT, the trigger level to zero (center of range), trigger SLOPE to + (level knob
pushed in), trigger MOD to AUTO, the INT T IG to CHI, and CHI to AC.
2. Set the TIMEDIV control to 1
wise to the CAL position,
x 5 GAIN) control rotate

3.

trol rotated fully clockd the VAR (PULL

on the power to
function generator and let it come to thermal equilibfor at least 10 mi es. Select a sine-wave voltage, set the frequency f = 100
e output of the function generator to the @HIINPUT
the amplitude control of the function generator to zero.
the VERTICAL POSITION eontro
e oscilloscope until the flat trace is
e center line of the vertical display.

4. (a)Adjust the amplitude control of e function generator until the display on the
oscilloscope is full-scale positive om the positive part of the cycle and full-scale
negative on the negative part of the cycle. In the laboratory report section caresplayed on the screen. (b) Leaving all
fully draw on the grid labeled IA w
control to 2 VDIY and draw on the
other parameters fixed, set the VO
reen. (c) Leaving all other paragrid labeled 1I3 what is
and draw on the grid labeled
meters fixed, set the VO
IC what is now display

5. (a) Leaving all other parameters Fied, set the
select f = 200 Hz from the function generator.
is now displayed on the screen. (b) Leaving all other p
400 Hz from the function generator, m d draw on the grid labeled 21%what is now
displayed on the screen. (c) Leaving all other parameters fixed, select f = 600 Hz
from the function generator and draw on the grid labeled 2C what is now displayed on the screen.
control to 1 VDIV, the
6. (a) Leaving all other parameters fixe
the function generator,
and select f = 100 Hz
TIMEDIV control to 2ms
trol is still set ad (+). Draw on the ~d labeled 3A
Note that the trigger sl
what is now displayed
n. (b) Leaving all other parameters fixed, pull
sets the trigger slope to (-1. Draw on the
out the trigger level co
labeled 3B what is no
7. (a) having a11 other parameters fixed, push in the trigger level control, which
sets the trigger slope to (+), leaving the trigger level still set at zero. Draw on the
grid labeled 4A what is n
on the screen.
Leaving all other parameters fixed, slowly turn
ise, increasing the trigvel control 610
ger level. Increase it only so long as the display remains triggered. At the maximum level that the display is triggered, draw on the grid labeled 4 8 what is
displayed on the screen. ( c ) Leavi
parameters &xed, slowly turn the
e trigger level, Decrease it
trigger level control counterclo
imum level that the
only so long as
lsplayed on the screen.
play is triggere

8. Push the tri

back to zero. Set
trol in for (+) slope an
fpmction generator to a sine wave sff =
ut of the function generator to 1.00 V
e to the oscilloscope an
measure the peak voltage of the
ost accurate measurement
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possible. Generally this means adjusting the scale for as large a deflection as
peak voltage of the sine wave as rea
the oscilloscope
possible. Record
in Data Table 1.
liplete all the measurements in Data
P from 1.00 V to
nerator using the voltmeter,
5.08 I? For each voltage, set the output from th
e, each time choosing the
and them read the voltage from the osci
IV that will allow the most accurate r
g from the oscililascope.

lar wave with f = 1000 Hz, and
rator to output a
oscilloscope to 1
Use the A@voltmeter to set the
output of the function generator
on the voltmeter. Input -this
triangular wave to the oscillosco
e the peak voltage of the wave.
one for the sine wave above, this ti
easuring the voltages
between 1.00 V and 5.00 V as re
the results in Data
Table 2.
The goal of this laboratory is to int
e students t o the oseilloscope. At this
the features of the oscillioscope. Input
time simply experiment for yoursel
as many different frequencies and waveforms as y have time for and attempt
oscilloscope by simply tryto learn everything you can about the operation of
ing different settings of all of the oscillosco

L Perform a linear least squares fit to t e data in Data Table P wi

the peak voltage read on the oscilloscope as e ordinate and voltage as read on the voltmeter
as the abscissa. Determine the slope, intercept, and regression coefficient.
Record those values in Calculations Table 1..
es fit Lo the data in Data Table 2 with the peak volts read on the voltmeter
s the ordinate a
e slope, interc
e regression coefficient.
Calculations Table 2.

2. Perform a linear least s
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Name

--

Section

.

Date -
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7

Voltmeter (V)

Intercept = Slope =
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)

Oscilloscope (v)

I

beled 2A, m
I m many corn lete cycles are sketched in your figure?
is period, calculate th
ith the frequency us
this part of th

2. In your own words,
y the two sketches in 3A an
They both have the
er level zero, but one has a positive trigger slope a
other has a negative trigger slo

3. Explain the appearance of s
ger slope, but the trigger 1
the trigger level of 46 is negative.

, and 4C.They all ha a positive trig,the trigger level of
is positive, and
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For a sine wave, an AC voltmeter measures a root-mean-square value that is
0.707 sf the peak va
f the sine wave. Therefore, the peak value measured on
7 or 1.414 times the voltmeter readings. The slope
the oscilloscope sho
of the data in Data Table 1that you calculated d recorded in Calcu
percentage error
1 should be approximately 1.414.Calculate
slope for this data and 1.414.

5. For a triangular wave, an AG voltmeter measures a root-mean-square value that
is 8.576 of the peak value of the triangular wave. Therefore, the peak value measured on the oscilloscope should be U.576 or 1.736 times the voltmeter readings.
The slope of the data in ata Table 2 that you calculated and recorded in Calmlations Table 2 should be approximately 1.736. Calculate the percentage error
between your slope for this data and 1.736.

h osciLloscope is set on a T
e time scale. A sine wave on the
the sine wave that fit on the 10
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ps. There are 10 divisions on
s exactly three full cycles
frequency of the wave?

